RIGHT OF THE BAUPLE AND TIAPO VOLUNTEERS WHO WERE "FAREWELLED" AT BAUPLE EARLY IN DECEMBER ON LEAVING FOR CAMP.

At the send-off 15 others volunteered. There were later than 100 men at the gathering, and the greatest portrayal of these farmers with young families. —Photo by "Reserved."

A "CERTIFICATE OF BRAVERY."
The people of Dulong and Kureelpa have devised a novel plan for recognising the patriotism of volunteers from their district. Each of the two men who have already enlisted has received a handsome framed design containing emblematic vignettes, and a portrait of the recipient, and inscribed with his name. The certificate was designed by Mr. W. Smith, of Kureelpa, and executed by Mr. Victor Day.—See page 29.

A QUEENSLAND LIGHT HORSEMAN IN EGYPT.
Note the tropical helmet which has replaced the familiar hat with emu plume.

A RECORD PINE LOG FROM NOOSA.
One of two "cuts" from a big Noosa pine tree at Mount James Campbell — at Mount Albert Sawmills. It measured 135 ft. long and 378. 1904 in girth. The other log has the same length and a girth of 165 ft. —Lancokin photo.

A MEMORIAL TO A QUEENSLAND HERO.
 Erected at Nobby by the residents of the district in memory of Private Victor Denton, who was killed at the Dardanelles in June, 1915. —J. Taylor photo.

COMMONWEALTH WAR LOAN.
It is expected that no one who has the slightest reserve will show a woman's heart in giving to the fullest extent of his or her capacity. The men and women, and the elderly, and the youth, and all who can, are all needed, and a sense of national patriotism is greatly by the Commonwealth. No matter how much you may not have a great deal to spare, you can make a difference, if you are able to find the means, and though many of us are unable to spend all the money we have, yet we are all able to do our bit to help our country in the time of need. —J. Taylor photo.